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Abstract 

Unstendy Sepnrated Flows on Rotor-Airfoils. 

~An;JJysis and Visu<J!inllion or Nurn0rice1l Data~ 

by 

W. Geissler, DLR 
H.Vollrnors, DLR. 

Unsteady viscous flows with separation may be dominant on retreating rotor blades of helicopters 
in forward flight. These flows are investigated by a time-accurate numerical solution of the 2d-Na
vier- Stokes equations on deformable meshes. Lift and moment characteristics are compared with 
experimental data. Compressibility effects are found to be of considerable importance with respect 
to the development of the dynamic stall process. 
Large sets of field data (i.e. pressure, density, velocities, vorticity, etc) are available to investigate 

the details of the flow. Suitable visualization techniques are necessary to sufficiently interpret these 
data. Pseudo 3d-viewing of the 2d-unsteady data as well as the medium: video movie serve as ef
fective tools for physical interpretation and understanding of the unsteady separated flow fields. 

1. Introduction: 

Unsteady separated fiows occur on retreating rotor blades limiting the flight envelope of the heli
copter. The details of the unsteady viscous flows involved are still not completely understood. Ex
perimental studies of oscillating rotor blades under separated flow conditions have been discussed 
in [1] 

Experiments are still continuing using new nonintrusive diagnostic measuring techniques like in
terferometry [2], Laser-Doppler velocimetry [3], etc. In addition to experimental studies, numerical 
tools and the necessary supercomputers are now available to sufficiently calculate these fiows as 
well. In recent years unsteady separation has been studied on the basis of coupling procedures 
between inviscid and viscous parts of the flow [ 4J These calculations were continued into regions 
of reversed flow adjacend to the airfoil surface during upstroke. 

But these calculations were limited to dynamic stall onset. The development and shedding of the 
stall vortex could not be treated by these methods. 

The dynamic stall process can only be handled sufficiently on the basis of CFD-methods taking into 
account the complete set of viscous equations, i.e. the Navier-Stokes equations. For high Reynolds 
number flows a corresponding turbulence model must be used. 

This extension of numerical efforts to the solution of the complete set of equations has different 
consequences : 

1. A suitable supercomputer must be available, with increasing computation times and costs. 

2. Post- processing tools are necessary to be able to interpret the very large amount of nume
rical data. 

In the present paper a short description of the numerical code used for these studies is given. The 
code is a Beam. Warming-type finite-differencing algorithm [5]. with a special treatment of the 
nunwric<ll d<lmping terms necessary for the central difference scheme, [6]. 

T110. m<lin emph~sis is pi <teed on the cornpnrison of the r.nlculoteci da!Cl with experimental results. 
Special treatment is focused on the influence of compressibility on the dynamic s!(lll process for 
dirfcrcnt hclicoptc~r <tirfoil sections. 

Post-processing procedures r1nd visuali?CJtion tcchnirJucs fire discussed next for better under~ 
st;mdinn or tile physics of the unstcndy scpnnlcd flow fi(~lds involved. 
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A video movie L?J hCJs been d(!vclopecJ showing the dynamic stall process an(J ils influence on 
vr:~rious flow quCJntitics like vorticity, pressure and M<~chnumber in their time-dependent develop
ment. 

2. Numerical Metho<l. 

2.1 Navier-Stokes equations. 

For the calculation of the 2d-unsteady flow about airfoils, body fitted curvilinear coordinates ; . 'I 
are used. The Navier-Stokes equations in vector notation read in this system: 
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U and V are the contravariant velocities. 

The transformed viscous terms in (2) are 
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~ •. ~. etc. are the metric terms, J is the Jacobian of the coordinate transformation. The inverse 
metric terms x<, x,. etc. are calculated numerically by central differences. p. u. v. a. p. er and' 
in eqs. (2) and (3) h<we their accustomed meaning. 

All terms in eqs.(2).(3) have been m8de dimensionless with corresponding reference quantities 
of the undisturbed flow. Re and Pr <1re the Reynolds and Prandt! number respectively. 

2.2 Solution procedure 

With the line~nizn!ion of the different flux vectors (superscript n + 1 refers to the new time step) 

"n + 1 E 

·"'n ( A ")n ~"~n F ·I ,1F I ,1q AI) ate 

dc~linin~] A u'lE I t\7)"' B '.""0 (r1f- I /lc7r <IS Jolcobinn !ll<llric(~S of I!H~ flux vectors E. F and corrt~-
spondinq rn;1\rices ;, . L for the viscous fluxes 
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Using the approximate factorization irnpticit solution procedure. [5]. the followinq three steps are 
carried out: 

1. Step ((-sweep): 

{I I A cP (ktl} ;:,, DAn c.,[jn RHS 
2 nc_ a~~ 

2. Step (ry-sweep): 

{I+ ;:,, [ aa" a2 
(2)"]} t].qn '·n 

2 = t;,q 
a~l 2 

V>i 
( 5) 

3. Step 

"n + 1 An nn 
q -· q + 6q 

with 

[ a ( A A)" a (- F + sy J RHS = 6-r iJ~ - E + R + 
fJ>] 

(6) 

In the system (5) the implicit viscous terms are retained. The transport coefficients are assumed 
as locally constant. Viscous cross- derivative terms have been neglected in eq. (6). The latter as
sumption reduces the order of time·accuracy of the viscous terms from second order to first crder. 
All spatial derivatives are discretized with second order accuracy. 

2.3 Artificial viscosity 

Using central differencing in the solution algorithm (5),numerical oscillations may occur due to 
odd/ even decoupling. Suitable numerical damping terms have to be added to both the irr.olic:t and 
explicit parts of the equations (5),(6). Following the ideas of Pulliam, [6], eigenvalue-sc;o!ed diss•
pation terms are constructed and added to the equations: 

The maximum eigenvalues in ~ -,'I - directions are 

J.~ = lUI +a J;;; + .:; ; J.,
1 

= lVI +a _j,,; 
with a as the local speed of sound. 

2 
+ 'ly 

Using these eigenvalues. second order implicit dissipation terms are formulated 

Dr; = - J;J-
1 U; iJ "; '\ J;J) ; Dr ,1 = -- J;J-

1 U,, iJ v,, ''ry J,) 

(7) 

t3) 

V and 6 are the usual backward and forward differencing operators respectively. The terms 
0,( and 0,, are added to the implicit part. eq. (5). 

In a similar way 4th-order explicit terms are formulated and edded to the explicit (RHS!-par<. eq 
( 6): 

with 

\:1) 

nnd <1 corresponc1inf1 term Of~-

In eq. (!1) !he different terms 0rc: 
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('I 
r.l.f 

Indices i.j refer to the i. t\~ , j. A17 gridpoint. 

(10) 

Further dei<Ji!s of the numerical code .:Jnd a number of results, comparisons with other methods 
and with experimental data are given in [8]. 

2.4 Dynamic mesh generation, types of airfoil motion 

The calculation of the unsteady now fields are carried out in a coordinate mesh which is deforming 
in time: the mesh is fixed to the airfoil as wei! as to the outer boundary which is a numb~r of 
chordlength (10c) away from \he airfoil. Fig.1 shows the extreme incidences: 

'!.min = 5" , O'.max = 25-:> 

for a fJACA 23012 airfoil section oscillaling with "' = 10' amplitude about a steady meon ongle 
''o = 15'. For both cases the mesh has been calculated numerically with the elliptic grid generation 
procedure of Sorensen [9]. 

Fig. 1: Grid at minimum ( ~ = 5°, left) and maximum (a = 25°, right) airfoil incidences. NACA 23012 

For inlermecJiale time steps a linear interpolation procedure is used. [10]. For simple harmonic 
motion of the airfoil the inverse metric terms X1 and Yr can be calculated analytically. Two different 
time-dependent motions of an airfoil: 

• sinusoidcd pitching motion 

• rnrnp motion 

h~wo been re<1!ized in the present code. To sirnul<llc the flow on n helicopter rotor blade more re· 
;1listic. a v;:uintion of the Machnurnbcr simultnneous to the pitct1ing motion h8s also been applied. 

rv·lore cornplic<11Ni tfmc¥runctions or the air foil motion as weil as arbitrary motions implied by a 
comt,in~ltion of nerodyno1rnics C~nd structural dyn<lrnic constr(linls {stnll flutter) h~we also bcf'n 
successfully irwl'Siinateci. In these c<1scs the metric timr.¥terrns h;1ve to be CC1Icul<.~ted numerice1lly 



3. D ynnmlc sln/1. 

Followinq !hn in!erpre!;J!ion of Mr:Cro•;key,[11_], the dyrwmic st<1!1 process c<1n be (.lassified into 
categories: St<Jif onset, light stall, deep stall. These different cases depend mainly on the incidence 
varirJtion of the oirfoil. Tho present paper will concentrate on the deep st.::~ll problem, which is 
char.:Jct8rized by the d8velopmcnt and shedding of concentrated vortices from the airfoil surface. 
The influence of these vortices on lift-, drag- and moment-characteristics are severe. 

Several parameters of the flow may influence the start and/ or the strength and shedding h1stories 
of the dynamic stall vortex: compressibility effects are of major importance, as will be shown in the 
next section. Transition from laminar to turbulent flow including a separation bubble has a strong 
effect. Incidence variation, airfoil shape and Re-number are additional parameters which influence 
the dynamic stall process considerably. From coupling procedures between boundary layer and 
potential now, [4] it is already known, that prior to the development of the stall vortex backflow 
exists almost along the complete upper surface of the airfoil. To model these time-dependent re
versed flowfields by Navier-Stokes calculations, a corresponding dense mesh is necessary to re
solve the now accurately close to the airfoil surface. The dynamic stall process is strongly influ
enced by these history effects of the attached boundary layer. 
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Fig. 2: Force· and moment-distributions for the Sikorsky SC-1095 airfoil section: Ma""' = 0.28. 
Instantaneous vorticity distributions at o: = 24.51° upstroke. 

3.1 Sikorsky SC-1095 airfoil. 

Fig. 2 shows numerical and experimental data, [1]. for the Sikorsky SC-1095 airfoil section under 
deep dynamic stall conditions. Strong hysteresis curves are obtained specifically for the lift distri
bution: !n tho upstroke region up to Cr m;n: ~ 2A the measured and calculated lirt values correspond 
quite well II must be pointed out. lint the maximum steady lift for this airfoil has been measured 
<tS (clm~·Jn<--"ty ::-: 1 S8. Before tho rnnximum incidence (rr = 25") is re<1ched, the 1ifl breaks dow·n 
abruptly. 

C.:tlcul~llrd and mrnsurcd lift curves show r.onsider<Jble differences in the down stroke region os· 
ci!l;~t!ons <1re obsc•rvcd for tlw cr!lcu!<llions. however <1 smooth curve hns been me;Jsured 
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• The experirnentc::ll dai.:J havo been 8sscmb1f~ avcr<Jned over 50 cycles. Oscill.::ltions m8y h;we 
been smoothed out. 

• The c8lcul<:~tions ,gre 2d. In the experiment 3d-vortex structures may occur even on a 2d- mo
del. 

Similar hysteresis curves can be observed for the drag- and moment-distributions. Drag rise and 
moment stall are very good represented by the c2lculations. Oscillations are also present in these 
distributions. Of special concern is the behavior of the pitching moment: The areas between the 
hysteresis curves are a measure of the aerodynamic damping. The sense of traversing these cur
ves determines wether positive (anti-clockwise) or negative (clockwise) damping exsists. If nega
tive damping exceeds, the airfoil may encounter dangerous stall nutter. Fig. 2 shows also the vor
ticity contours at ~ = 24.5° upstroke. The stall vortex is already fully developed and has started to 
li~ off the airfoil surface. This corresponds to the breakdown of the lift. 
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Fig. 3: Force- and moment-distributions for the NACA 23012 airfoil section: Ma"" 0.28. 
Instantaneous vorticity distributions at 1:1. = 24.51° upstroke. 

3.2 NACA 23012 airfoil. 

~-L~ 

Fig. 3 shows the corresponding distributions of lift. drag and pitching moment for the NACA 230t2 
<1irfoil section. The s<lme parameters Gre used as in the SC-1095 <1irfoil case. Experimental d<1ta 
were not nvailnble for this set of parmneters. The overall be/wvior of the force- nnd moment-coef
ficients looks sirnil<1r compared to the previous c<1se. But in detail some rem.::~rk<1ble differences 
are present: Before the mJximum lift is re<1ched, some oscillations of the !in curve can be obser
ved. 
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Fig. 4: Mac!Jnumber contours at 
NACA 23012, ~ = 21' upstroke. 
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This is causnd hy compressibility effects as will b"? d'.:
rnonslr<llod in the fo!lowing section. The mornent cur18 
shows a very "pocky" behavior at high incid8nces Tr.e 
siB!I vortex (vor1icity contours) at the same ;;Jng!e 
rt. = 24.5° upstroke as in Fig. 2 is still more concenirat:;d 
and allached to the airfoil: lift stall and speci"callj mo
ment stall are shifted considerably to higher incider.ces. 

4. Compressibility effects, laminar separation bubble. 

The cases shown so far have been obtained for a 
Machnumber of the uncoming flow of May, = 0.28 It ·s 
shown in Fig. 4 that this low Machnumber of the ends
lurbed flow creates already a small supersonic bobb:e 
at the airfoil leading edge. The question arises. ho.•1 tc.e 
dynamic stall process is influenced, if Machnumbec ar-c' 
or Reynoldsnumber are considerably reduced The folio
wing two subsections investigate these effects fc·• tr.e 
NACA 23012 and for the NACA 0012 airfoil sections. 
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Fig. 5: Force- and moment-distributions for the NACA 23012 airfoil section: Maoo 0.12. 
Instantaneous vorticity distributions at a = 24.51° upstroke. 

4.1 NACA 23012 airfoil. 

Fig. 5 displays again lift, drag and moment distributions for the NACA 23012 airfoil secl1cn at 
Mn,..,. = 0.12. All other parameters remaine unchanged compared to Fig. 3. Several differences are 
observed between both C8ses: the lift-curve shows a sleep increase beyond cxm ... , = 25"". i e 1n the 
bnoinning of the downstroke. The moment-curve shows also a shifl of moment stall to higher inc1-
der1ce {close to 25°). At downstroke however the moment-curve rlevelops 8 hysteresis-INP id8s
hnd <1rnn in Fig. 5) which corresponds to a strong negative damping in this incidence r<1n9t! 
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Fig. 6: NACA 23012: Vorticity contours at high incidence 
range, left: Ma~ = 0. 12, right: Ma~ = 0.28. 

Due to the small Re-number of 600 000 a la
minar separation bubble starts to form 
beyond " = 6' in the experimental case 
which is not present in the calculation (fully 
turbulent). The separation bubble shifts the 
start of the dynamic stall process to earlier 
incidences (a = 12'). Fig. 8 shows calcula
ted density contours at " = 13.68' upstroke 
where a similar behavior (start of the stall 
process) occurs compared to the experiment 
al a = 12° It seems that the separation 
bubble initiates the dynamic stall process at 
lower incidences. This is the same trend as 
found in the previous section due to an in
cre~sc of Mn"" ctnd the development of a su
'"'rsonic bubble at the leading edge (Fig. 4) 

Fig. 8: NACA 0012: Density contours at 
.y = 13.68 upstroke. 
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The vorticity distribution in Fiq. 
4 {<Jg<1in at tt. = 24.5° upstroke) 
shows as in the previous cases 
the concen!r8tion of vorticity 
downstream from the leading 
edge. But even at this high angle 
the flow is still altached. 

Fig. 6 shows vorticity distribu
tions for both Machnumber ca
ses in detail within the range of 
maximal incidences. Compres
sibility is responsible for an ear
lier development and shedding 
of the stall vortex. Even at 
a = 24.9' downstroke the stall 
vortex is still attached to the 
airfoil surface forMa~ = 0.12. It 
is completely seperaled howe
ver forMa~ = 0.28. In the latter 
case a counter-rotating vortex is 
already developing from the air
foils trailing edge. 

4.2 NACA 0012 airloi/. 

In [2) detailled now investiga
tions have been made for the 
NACA 0012 airfoil section under 
dynamic stall conditions by me
ans of point diffraction interfero
metry. Emphasis was placed on 
the investigation of compressi
bility effects occuring during the 
beginning of the stall process. 
Fig. 7 shows measured interfe
rograms at four different inci
dences during upstroke compa
red to calculated density con
tours for the same case. 
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a= 10° 

M ~ .3B 

Flg, 7: NACA 0012: lt1terferognuns. {31. versus C<11culated density contours, (.\p 0.1). 
a,; =: 10", ff 1 =: 10"', ,,~ = 0.1 , Re = 600000 



left to right of Figs. corresponds to one cycle of oscillations 

.-0.2.5 
!Iii~- n.o 
;t;;;~ -:'!.0 

Points indicate singularities in the flow field (u=v=O) \ 
Black points indicate singularities witl1in vortices · 

Fig. 9: Pseudo-3d viewing: NACA 23012 airfoil, top: Ma<><> = 0 12 bottom· Ma -\. . . --
5. Data vistmlizntion techniques. 

\· 

0.26. 

( 

ln the previous sections most of the calculated dala have been displ8yed <1 conventional w::>.y. 
by plottinf] overall forces 8nd moments ~s function of inciclcnce or by instantaneous plots of vorti
city, rlensity r.lc. The unstc<~dy scp<lratP.d flows on osci!l<1ting <1irfoils are extremely complex. To 
pllysic;llly undersl;lrHi these flows, new rnc8ns for displ<lY arc necessary to better represent the 
unsfC?adynoss of thr• flow. On the other hnnrl the calculations produce <1 trerncndcous <1rnount of 
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information:;: Thr~se d;Jta rnu:)l tH: cornpn~ssed in such a way lh.::d the impor!<lfll CVf~nts arc visab!e 
and ready for inlerprelalion. New waphic software tools [12] have recently been developed in DLR 
wi!h tho ability nnd fh~xibility to do this imporl8nl job. 

5.1 Pseudo 3d-viewinq, 

One possibility lo invosligalc I he flow completely over a whole cycle of oscillation is a pseudo 3d
viewing, as displayed in Figs. 9. These Figures show flow events on I he upper airfoil surface (NACA 
23012) developing in lime. The horizontal axis is !he lime-axis, !he vertical axis (aligned with U~J 
represents !he spatial dimension from airfoil leading (lop) fo trailing edge (bollom). The Figure 
shows a projection of !he airfoil, therefore !he chord is changing during !he cycle. Bolh Figures 
show lhe pressure-dislribulions on !he airfoil surface forMa,~ = 0.12 (Fig. 9, top) and Ma,~ = 0.28 
(Fig. 9, bollom) corresponding lo the cases discussed in !he previous sections. In add ilion lines of 
zero skin friction, singulm points (black within vorlicies),etc. are als included [13]. Several flow 
events can be observed from these Figures: Tongues of low pressure areas are developing from 
the leading edge along the chord as the effect of lhe dynamic stall vortex. A second pressure low 
develops alI he airfoil trailing edge al a later time. The slope of !he pressure low in space and time 
is a measure of the lravel-velocily of I he dynamic stall vortex. In both Mach number cases !his ve
locity is very similar. However the shedding even! is shifted to later limes in the low Machnumber 
case. Areas of reversed flow and posts tall oscillations can be studied as well. This type of pseudo 
3d-viewing can be varied in different ways, i.e. by display of other flow quantities. Such presenta
tions may therefore serve as footprints of the unsteady seperated flows. 

5.2 Video movie. 

The other way to visualize unsteady numerical data is to do it direclly by video movie. Much work 
has been done recently within a cooperation beiween the DLR-Instilule of Fluid Mechanics and the 
lnslilul fUr den Wissenschaftlichen Film (IWF), Gottingen lo develop video movies from calculated 
numerical dala [7]. 

Within I he scope of this cooperation the experts 
developing the numerical code and producing 
the data, the experts reducing these data effec
tively by graphical visualization tools and the 
experts on !he "movie making" side worked 
close together. The product from this coopera
tion [7] shows different flow quantities like vor
ticity-, Machnumber-, pressure-fields as func
tions of time, direct comparisons of these 
quantities as time is progressing, focusing of 
flow fields where important effects develop and 
corresponding slow motions over parts of the 
oscillatory cycles, where flow events are of 
special interest. 

Figs. 10 show as a special visualization techni
que time-lines of particles during the movement 
of the airfoil. Variing I he colour of !he instanta
neous starling lines in an effective way the ti
me-dependent development of the unsteady se
parated and vortical flows are made visible. A 
similar technique is applied in experimental 
fluid dynamics with the hydrogen bubble me
thod. 

Figs. 10 show lwo instantaneous flow fields re
presented by particles al !he beginning (lop) 
<1f1d I he end (llOIIom) of I he lift stall (see sketch 
of cL versus t:l:). 

Fig. 10: NACA 23012: Development of time-lines. 
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6. Conclusions. 

A nunv:ric;JI code hns been dr:voloped b<1sad on the 2d-unste~dy ~LJvicr-Stokcs cqtFllions local
culatn tho viscous f!ow •1bout hclicoplf!r airfoil sections. Ernrh;Jsis was rlaced on the deep dynamic 
st:-JII case includinn sep8.rrJiion and vortex shecJdinn frorn the ZJirfoil surface. CornpBrisons of the 
numerical results wi!h experimental data show nood correspondance of the overall forces and 
moments. The I;Jrge ;Jrnount of d8ta for all field quantities h8s been made visible by corresponding 
gn1phic tools recently developed in the OLR. Different visualization techniques, including pseudo 
3d-viewing 8nd the medium video movie have been aprlicd successfully. Future work is necessar; 
to simplify r~nd acceler;:Jie thr; procedure from the calculation of the data to the final visualiza!ion 
product. 
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